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':INTRODUCTION
0

.

This',.study was designed to achieve ewo primary goals. The first goal

(

-was to evaluate the lon&Tterm sustained impact bf the Chapter I Compensatory

Education Program operated by the Schoql District of the City of Saginaw

, on both former participating pupils and pupils who'cohtinued to participate

because of low 'achievement. A second goal was to meet an evaluation require

ment of Chapter l'of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act (ECIA)
-

of 1981 which required that once every three years.since the 1978-79 school

. year a denrmination be made,whether improved pvformance is sustained over

a periol of more than one year from programs funded under this acE.
1

\

The Saginaw program funded under Chapter I entitled SUpplemental

Techer Participatien (STP). The purpose of this program is to improve the

reading and mathematics achievement of'a dcsignated number of educationally

disadvantaged.students. The
4 Chapter I f.unded STP program served approxi

mately 2,OOO studenot in grades K-7 each of the three years since 1979.
2

Both product and process evaluations of the program have been conducted

for,the past three years. The product evaluation reports describe the ace-
-.

dtmic achievement'of STP students fully and are available upon request from

the Department Of Evaluation, Testing ancUesearch. Grade level achievement

of the performance standard ih both subjL:ct areas' are summarized in the

chart-below for the three school years of interest.
0

1
1The funding legislation was originally known .as Title I of the Elemen

tary and Secoaary Education Act bf 1965.

2 Eighth grade students were alsb served durinLthe 1981-82._achaa1_year.
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'Overall Record of STP Program Attainment from 1979.to 1982

Attainment of Performance Standard
I

Grade Subject 19.79-80 1980-81 1981-82

K . Reading Yes, No Yes

Mathematics Yes. No Yes
-

1 Reading Yes Yes Yc4

Mathematics , . Ye& Nes Yes

2 Reading Yes Yes 'Yes

. Mathematics Yes Yes Yes

3 Reading Ye; 112; , No

Mathematics Yes No No

4 Reading' Yes. Yes Yes
,

Mathematics Yes Yes Yes
_.

5 Reading yes No Yes
,
, . ,Mathematics Yes Yes Yes

6 Reading Yes Yes Yes

Mathematics - °, Yes .Yes Yes

7 Reading - Yes No No

-Mathematics Yes No No

8 Reading ---
Mathematids

Yes
Yes

Summary of Performance I6-Yes (100.0%) 9-Yes (56.2%) 14-Yes (77.8%)

Standard Attainment 0-No ( 0.0%) 7-No (43.8%) 4.7No (22.2%)

Oyerall, the achievement.levels in the attainmnt of the performance

standard for the STR program have been vgry positive.
2

Achievement of the per-
,

foymance standard ia4as the b.e.st during 1979-80 with 100% PO'sitive attainment

followar by 1981-82,with 77.8% positive attainment, and 1980-81. with 56.2%

positive attainment. Student achievement levels Eor reading and mathdriTtics

seemed quite similar,in terms of attaiping the performance standard,over the

three year period.

I
f 1

Attainment of performance standard is defined as an improvement of the

mean pot-te&t percentile score over mean pre-test percentile score.

2M Ilin and Summers (1963) have just completed a study of.all the "major"

compensatory education studies. Generally their review indicated that com-

pensatory education programs fiave a positive thougli,small effect on the-

achievment of disadvantaged students. Odr findings locally,showed 9ich

largtzr positive gains (at or above "normal growth") across-the majOrity of

grade levels.

2
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,
It is in this context that the Department of Evaluation, Testing, and

Research has attempted to implement an investigation -into-the sustained

effectiveness of its Chapter I STP program on participants who obtained dif

ferential lengths of service from the STP pxogram:

4

3
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I

STUDY DESiCN

The third graders in the Chapter J.STP program during the 1979-80 pro:-

gram were chosen as the subjects for the study., The choice was made Tor the

folLowing reasons: 1) test data on ehe majarity of students would exist at

the end of.the three year period because district-wide testing occurs both in

'the spring of third and fifth grades, 2) third grade is typically-where

accumulative academic deficits seem to become more pronounced, and 3) an

adequate number of_participants at this grade level seemed to exist to allow

for Meaningful comparisons of participation with vazying lengths of STP ser-
-

vice. The decision to save-4dta for th.is longitudinal stildy was mad dur-ing

the 1979-80 school year tivi the grade level selected and the ekact nature of '

the study was not finalized unti4 the Fall of 1982.

ef
The problem addressed ,y t,he seudy was to determine if the Chapter i

STP program made a long-term sust'ained impact in terms of reading and mathe-

matics achievement as measueed by the California Achievement Tests (CAT).

\
Two different standards were usePas criterion to determine the presence or

absence of a long-term sustained effect. The first criterion was "normal

growth" (EchtePnacht, 1480). Normal growth is defined as an estimate of

how well students will perform in the absence of any special program. The

use of the _oncept of "normal growth" requires, in this context, a pre-test

measure of all district third grade students. Spring, 1980 CAT results

served as the pre-test aud Spring, 1982 CAT test results served as the post-

test when the concept of "normal growth" was employed to determine the per-

cent of gain beyond "normal,growth". This additional growth in comparison

to "fiormal growth" is one standard chosen as d measure of sUstained effect:

4

4
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11.

The second criterion,chosen was a normal curve equivalent (NEE) score
I

gain equal to os greater than the gain of third,grade pupils who were in the

..

STP program from the Fall,,1979 tfirough'Spring,'1982 as fifth graders:

Parbic.ipants in thee STP program had to have_pre-test scores at, or below the
.

44 NCE to remaivIrligible for each of the three years. ,.The tdcee year

STP partiltants were pre-tested (Fall, 1979) and finally post-tested (Spring,

1982) on CAT. "Th; average gaintof this group of coptiRuing Siparticipants

served as the second criterion against which the results for the other groups

were compared.

The results of.four di.fferent levels of STP participation were under

.

. ..

.

. .

study from the original group of 1979-80 tAird grade STP participants who

were pre- and post-tested during that school year (N = 335). The four pos-

.

shle levels of participation and addktional CAT testing points are described

below:

1

Categories 81 Participation

* *Category 0--During the two year 'period from Spring.,

1980 to Spring,,1982 these pupils no longer partici-

pated in the STP pvogram but were tested in the Spring,

1982 (district-wide fifth grade testing). 0,

Category 1--During the one year period from Spring,

1980 to Spring, 1981 these pupils continued to partici-

pate, in the STP program (tested Spring, 1981) and from

.
Spring, 1981 to Spring, 1982 these pupils no longer

participated in the STP program but were tested in

the Spring, 1982 (district-wide fifth grade, testing).

Category 2--During the two year period froM Spring,

1980 to Spring,.1982 these.pupils participated in the

STP program and were tested the Springs of 1981 and

1982.

Cate gory 3--During the one year period from Spring,

1980 to Spriiii;-19-81 th6To-ptigli-Fai-longefTYFtici-

4

paced in the STP program (tested Spring, 1981 as poten-

tial STP participants) and from Sprirg, 1981 to Spring,

1982 these pupils we:re readmitted because of low

scores for participation in the STP program and 'were

testq again in Spring, 1982.



fad

These four levels of participation are fundamental to Che statement

of the study hypotheses. The study hypotheses stated below are grouped

according to the criterion.categories discussed earlier.

flyporh..,ses: Norm.11 Grwt.41

1. There will be growth equal to or Otceeding "normal

growth" in readIng an'd Mpthematics-as measured by

CAT.for the tategory 0 pupils (one year STP parti_çl

//

2. There will be growth,equa1 to or exceeding "norMal

growth" in reading and mathematics as measured by

CAT for Ihe category 1 pupils (two years continuous

STP participation).

3. There willobe growth equal to 'or exceeding "normal

growth" in reading and mathematics as measur.ed by

CAT for the category 2 pupils (three 'yearg continu-

ous STP participation).

4., There will'te growth equal to or exceeding "normal

growth" in reading and mathematics as measured by

CAT foY the category 3 pupils (two ydar interrupted

STP participation).

Hypotheses: mg Gains

1. There will be growthaequal te or exceeding caugory
students in reading and mathematics as measured by

CAT for the category 0 pupil.s (one year STP parti-

cipants). 0

2. There'will be growth equal to or exCeeagg category 2

students in reading and mathematics as measured by

CAT for the category 1 pupils (two year continuous

STP participation).

3. There wilt be grdwth equal to or exceeding categpry 2

students in reading and mathetimtics as measured by

CAT forithe category 3 pupils (two year interrupced

STP pariicipation).

1Each instance where a length oi participation is stated it meant that

the pupil bad at.least that number of school years of participation from Fall

1979 to Spring 1982. They possibly could have had additional years of partici-

patiog prior to Fall 1979. For the interest of convenience, years of possible

participation for the tscope ot this study will range fa-om one to three. Recom-

mendations to enlarge the longitudinal nature of future studies are given at the

end of this study.

6
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PRESENTATION 'OF DATA

What fol) ws isa present4Lion of the' data contrasting the four category

. .

groups according to two'growth. standards. 'The first criterion used to co4P

6
crlsierowch levsels ts "normal gro.Ah". The other criterion employed is NCE

gains ot the
.
three year continuous STP group -(category 2).

"Normal Growth" Criterion Results

Table 1 belowcompares Chapter I results in reading and math with normal

1 growth by category. The term "normal g owth" is an index which stap.dardizes

the scores for pn entire grade level, theTeby allowing comparisons with any.
. 4 .

subgroup .1nterest.

SPring, 1982.

These data incorporate a time span of Spring, 1980 to

.

I

.
*.

).0

TABLE f. COMPARISON OF CATEGORY GROUP GROWTH TO NORMAL.GROWTH.

O

(q=s1)

1

(azi21)

Category

2

,(N=139)

3

(N=15)

Pistrict
(N=1,222)

Readiag

25.8

29.8

15.5

25.8

30.8'

19.4

25.8

31.8

23.3

.25.8

27.8 vf

. 7.8

25.8

31.8

Normal Growth

Ca'tegoTy Group

Growth

% Additional
Growth

Math r
lb--
Notmal GrowO

Caebgory Group
Growth

% Additional'

'Growth :

37,3 .

38.3

2:7

3.7.3'

40.3

8.0

37.3

4193

10.7

37.3 37.3

33.3 43.3

10.7 16.1

"C723.01=9.=.11==2.2

If

7 12
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As indicated in Table 1, normal growth for third.grade reading attained

a value of 25.8 NCE's. Using this number as our baseline, categoey 0 (those

"is,tudents having had the least amount of compensatory education instruction).

showed a growth of 29:8 NCE, or 15.5% better than rormal growth. Category 1

(those students ;ith apProximattly two years of continuous compensatory educa

tion.i.nstruction) had a growth of 3Q43 NCE or 19.4% better than normal growth.

Category 2,(t ose students'who have receivec 'compensatory educ tion instruc

A-;

tion during the\ entire three year span).achieved a giowth of 31.8 NCE or 21.3%

3

better than norinal growth. Category 3 (those studants who had appr&ximately

two years ofiriterrupted doMpensatory education instruction) -showed-a ir,owth

of 27.8 NCE or 7.8% better than nopmargrowth;---Thedi-st-act=wigke growth

fot this same time period Was 31.8 NCE or 2,3.3%tbetter than iOrnal growth.

Table 1 also presents the same information by categofy-for mathematks.

Again, normal growth 'is the standard for comp soli. Normal growth had a

value of 37.3 licE over this three yeanspan. Category 9 achieved,a growth of

I

38.3 NCE or 2.7% greater than normal growth. Category 1 showed a growth of

0 t
.

.
,1

.
1

40.3 NCE or 8.04,10tater than normal...growth. Category 2 showed a growth valueh

of 41.3 NCE or 10.7%'greater than the basel.ine value of 37.3 NCE. Category 3

had a growth value of 33.3 NCE or 10.77. less than normal growth. Thedis

erictwide growth value was 43.3 NCE'or'16..1%'greaber,than normal growth.'

A review qf the preceding-information lays the foundation for the belief

that academtc achievement'of Saginaw's compensatory eduCation population is

positively associated with the amount of continuous time spent in the Chaptef i
,

.

STP provam% Tor'categories 0, 1 and 2 whe're instruction was provided for

twd or three years without a break, the growth was equal to or greater

than that of normal growth in both reading and mathematics. Only in
7

8



category 3 where compensatory education services were not continuous did the

pattern waver, with reading exceeding normal growth and mathematics, falling

short .of"the standard.

The following chart designates which category group(s) grew at a race

equal to or eXceeding that .of normal growth for reading and mathematics. The

chart also relates these questions back co the hYpotheses stated earlier

ancerning the normal growth standard.

Category
Group

Results Which Equal or Exceed
Normal Growth

Reading Math
Relates to
Hypothesis:

0

1

2

3

_
Yes

Yes

Yes

,Yes

----Yes

1

2

Yes

Yes No 4

As Ehe/Chart indicates, all.categories were able to equal or exceed

normal growth in reading and all but one category in mathematics achieved

this goal.. ., Now, the gains,of category groups 0, 1, and 3 are contrasted

with the NCE gain criterion of category 2 (the three year continuous STP

group).

NCE Gain Oriterion

0

ci

As NCE gains are used by the state and federal government as the pri

mary way to report annual Chapter I results, it would seem tliat siich a

measurement of academic growth is also viable for this study. Tables 2 and

3 below present another way to denote achievement.gains by the compensa.tog

education groups,using NCE gains by category for different time periods

for- both reading and mathematics. Table 2 below presents the reading gains

over the three'year period of study as well as at periodic bench marks.



TABLE 2. GAIN (IN NCE) OF CONTINUING CONPENSATORY'EDUCATION
GROUP BY CATEGORY--READING.

Time Span
0

Category

1 2 3

Fall, 1979 to SPring, 1980 5 5 6 6

Spring, 1980 to Spring, 1981 4 2 -5

Spring, 1981_ to Spring, 1982
.

1 4 7

Spring, 1980 to Spring, 1982 4 :.--

Total Net.Gain 9 10 11

.

Category 0 showed a gain of 5 NCE's ove';- the 1979-80 sChool-year while

participating in the Chapter I program. .After leaving the program they were

not tested again until Spring, 1982 as fifth graders where they showed a

gain of 4 NCE's. Therefore, over the thr6-e-3rear period a tutal net-ga-in-of-

9 NCE wqs made. Category 1, participants in Chapter I for two consecuCive

years, had gains of 5 NCE the first year and,4 NCE the second. As fifth

graders, they did not participate in compensatory education but-Were tested

inthe Spring, 1982 as part of whole grade testing. The gain at that time

was 1 NCE, thereby giving a total net gain of 10 NCE. Category 2, having

been in-the Chapter I program for three consecutive years, yielded gains of

6, 2 and 4 14CE for eaCh of the testing points. Overall, category 2 showed a

total net gain Of..12 NCE. Category 3, those whose participation had been

two non-continuous years, showed an initial gain of 6 NCE for the first year

.,, in the program. The next tqsting (Sprini, 1980 to Spl-ing, 1981) shpwed a

loss o115 NCEfor these sameostudents. The reader shouldremember, that this

group did not receive STP Chapter I help during tlie 1980-81, school year but

4

were tested in the Sving of 1981 as potential compensatory education

10 15
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students for the next school yeai-. The 1981-82 school year found them back

in the Chapter I program and their spring test scores for that school yelr

indicated a gain of 7 NCE. Overall, this group showed a total net gain of

8 NCE:

The mathematics results are presented in Table 3 below. The total net
4-

gain in NCE's of category,group 2 again served ds the criterion.

TABLE 3. GAIN (IN NCE) OF CONTINUING COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

GROUP BY CATEGORY--MATHEMATICS.

Time Span
Category

,
0 .1 2 3

Fall, 1979,to Spring,,1980 1,1 15 9 10

SPring, 1980 to,Spring, 1981 0 0 - 8

pring-,-44e1 to Rpming:, 1982 '3 4 4

Spring, 1980 to Spting, 1982 1 -....

Total Net Gain 12 18 .13 6

Category 0 showed a gain of 11 NCE's over the 1979:z80 ichool year during

which they participated in Chapter
V
I. Although no longer participating in

compensatory education after'1979-80; the students showed a gain of 1 NCE:

from the Spring, 1982 whole grade testing, .giving a total net gain of 12 N'OE

for this gtoup. Category 1 'showed a gain of 15 NCE during the first year of .

,

compensatory education participation but no gain the second year. As part

of whole grade testing in"Spring, 1982, this group (no longer Chapter I par-
\

ticipants) showed a gain of 3 NCE. CategO'ry .1 had a tOtal net gain of 16

NCE over the three year period. Category 2, those who continued in Chapter I

fon the entire three years, had a gain of 9 NCE the first year, no gain the

tr

"161
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secqnd year, and a gain of 4 NCE the thirc1 year, for a total net gain of

NCE over the three year period. Category 3 had a gain of 10 NCE the

first year of the program, a loss of 8 NCE during the non-participation

year of 1980-81, and a gain of 4 NCE for'the Wext'Cl'apter I segment during*

the 1981-82 schoo'l-year. Overall category 3 had a total net gain of 6

NCE.

The following chart summarizes which category group(s) grew at a rate

equal to or exceeding group 2 (those students who have received compensatory

education ilstruclion during.the entire three year span) for reading and

mathematics. The chart also relates these questions baok to the hypotheses

,stated earlier.

at' .

Results Whlch.Equal or Exceed Gains 0

o-f--C-a-regury-Croup
Category Relates to

Group. Reading Math Hypothesis:

0

1
,

3

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

1

2

3

As indicated above,, only ca:tegory, group 1 participants in mathematics

were able to equal or exceed gaips of category group 2 participants and none

.of the three grOups achieved this goal in reading. In an attempt to bring

all the information together and bring closure, a discussion section follimqs.

12 17
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DISCUSStON

The data Presented on the preceding pages provided two standards used for

comparison of the sustained.difects of Chapter I participation.. What follows

is an actezVt to analyze some of the data presented earlier.

Chapter I students have demonstrated an academic deficit in reading and/or

mathematics.- Participation in the programHis provided to students who score at

, or below the 44 ,NCE on CAT. Since stan,dardized,testing prov,ides the district

with a means to identify potential students, the use of test result should be

considered as a source of informatrofi to dOcUMent tong-term effectiv ness.

eligibility is reassessed each year, those who remain eligible continue to

o,
exhibit the greatest need. Consequently, category 2 participants (those stu-

E

dents who remain in Chapter I programs> do show a.constant lower level o

..absolute achievement in comparison to other categories. 'The expectation might

then becthat these students would Also show dmaller increments of growth.

However, it can be.seen (see Table 1) that Chapter 1 participants show the

. 1
.

greatest percentage of groWth in comparison to the other STP groups studied 0

1

'
the longer they remain in the program without interruption. The data in

Table 1 indicate any presumption that academiCally disadvantaged children

placed in compensatory%education programs grow at lower raLes than normal may

be erroneous. Succinctly stated, our present expectation is thas. Chapter I

pqrtiCipants experience greater gains the longer they continuously, participate

in the STP \program.

.

1 The authors acknowledge glat a small amount of net gain (0.5 NCE or less)

reported by the various groups may be due to the regression effect (Roberts;

1980, pp. 78-80). However, the magnitude ot the error is relatively small so

that resultant gains still reflect a positive'effect of STP program participa7

tion. Linn (1980) and Burton (1980) address the regression effect topic in"

greater detail-for the interested reader.

13 '18



This new expectation could lead to another related hypothesis concerning

the-gpwLli of_participants who experienced interrupted programming (category 3).

This hypothests.would hold that the gains of category 3 participants mould be

the smallest of any of the-groups. Category 3 participants had the smallest

percentage of additional growth in reading_and exhibited a loss in terms of
,-,_--

growth in mathematics. A revieW of Tables 2 andreveals that students whose
,.. -

. --- .

-
Chapter 1 eligibility and service is interrupted show a loss of 4 NCE in read-

0

-----

'

--------------:-----

,

ing and,8 NCE in mathematics during the non-participatory year.
1

No other

category demonstrated this phenOmehon at any other testing point. Two possi-

ble explanations for this are: 1) stu&nts failed to consolidate learnings

into their long-term memory and these short-term learnings were lost (failures

to internalizs learnings) or, 2) students obtained high scores not solely
4

beeause7of-what-they- ed eh lug d tfttus-rhar-taued

their scores to be systematically iderror in4a positive direction, i.e.,

false posieives. Additional testing a year later along with teacher observe-
.

dons of lower performance substlantiated that these students could not display

their higher levels of achievement due to either inability to internalize

learnings or lack of other testing abnormalities to again raise scores.

It was observed that initial NCE gains (Fall, 1979-Spring, 1980) were

greater than the gains experienced over the next two years. An examination

of Tables 2, and 3 reveal that subsequent NCE gains in reading and mathematics

for categories 0, 1 and 2 followingthe initial year (1979-80) of Chapter I

participation never exceeded the initial gains. PoLsible explanations for

-

1The reader should also note that only 15 of the 256 students (5.87) in

the study were in the interrupted participation category. This may have been

too small a number to support a solid finding.

14
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this occurence may be one or a combination of the following: 1) compensatory

education gains are typically greater on a fall-to7spring rather than on a

spring-to-spring testing cycle because of the possibility that,a) studentexperi-
.

ence an "achievement loss" and that skilTs.are "forgotten" during the summer

and/or, b) national norms assume that some growth will occur over the summer Vut

,Comperisatory .education students' performance remains constant over this same

.period, thereby resulting in a gap betweeh compensatory education students and

,

the_ national_norms, (Hill, 1979); 2) some dff-teva testing of one or two

. . .

i
. .

.

levels below grade level did take place during'Fall, 1V9 which may h'ave caused
A s s
..,

.....

: .

de iations in scores from those that might have-been obtained from on7level

,1-----

testing; and--3) selection for participation was done on the baSis of test

scores and teacher judgment.,:with teacher judgment holding more weight initially

- -__

than in the subsequent years owing-t-o-fact the 1979-80 school year was the
----1_,_

, .

. fiest
.

year of,introduction of CAT after many years of-use-of a criterion refer-.
-------______. ,

---,--.

enced testing program.
a

This study represents the first attempt in Saginaw to look at sustained

effects of both Chaptie-r: I participants and former participants. Based on

this experience,'it is apParent that a number independent variables need to

be controlled in Any subsequent studies. These variables include the follow-
.

ing: variations among Chapter I program sites; history of students; partici-

pation in other compensatory education,progra'ms; better identification of

-'.
.

1The majvity of t,he off-level testing was one level below the on-level.
,,,

testing. The norms supplied by the teSt pubLisher did accomModate as much-as

two levels off in the norming process. However, the fe,deral regulations'as

interpreted by the Michigan Department of Education advised a single level

removed from on-level testing., After,the initial experience with fuvtiOnal
level testing during the Fall of 1979, it was decided that all subsequent CAT

testing would be on-level.

15 20
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"false positiveW(those students whose scores exceed the out-off point for

Chapter I eligibility while their actual fundtioning levels may be much

lower); summer vacatkon effects; etc. Hopefully, this school district and

others, with help from the Michigan State Department. of Education will do

other studies to mbre definitively determine thesustained effects of

-'Chapter I participation.

It was found that the academic achievement of Saginaw's compensatory
or-

education population is associated positively with the amount of continuous

time spent...in the Ch4ter, I STP program. When compensatory education ser-

." ti

. '
,

vices are interrupted, thee stddents lose academically in both subje(4

areas either due to not having a Chance to further consolidate learnings or

---15-tause-th-e measurement ot their achievement showed incorrectly,high levels

of attainment. The interrupted group, however, showed a'smaller drop in

reading than in mathematics possibly due to the fact that reading skills

are More likely to be,dealt with-on -egular basis outside the school

environment. Consecideptiy, incidental learning of reading related skills

is more likely to take place.

A great deal of information has ben shared wtth the reader thus far.'

this point an effor,t will be made to summariie this information and

formul concluding statements.
'
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SUMMAkY AND CONCLUSIONS

A study of the long-term'sustained impact of the Chapter.I Supplemental

Teacher,Participation (STP) program on third grade participants during the

1979-80 school yea* was undertken% A toLal of 25e students from an original

group of 335 third grade STP partici,!%aats who we're pre- and post-tested dur-

inothe 1979-80 school year were classified into onet,of fOu'r categories,of

participation.. The participation categories were the following: one year,

two,year continuous, three year continuous, and two year interrupted.

Two different standards werd` used to gauge observed-grOwth of groups in

-

each category. The firsX growth equal to or exceeding normar growth or, in

---ot-her-wordsT-susta-ining-i-narthal gLowth-tevel6 or exceedlng them. Aii tour

category groups exceeded the stan'dard of "normal growth" in both academic

areas except for the two year'interrupted group in mathematics.

The second standard required growth equaling or exceeding the groweh- Of

the ehree year continuous STP 'group. The three other groups failed this

standard in both subjects,with the exception-of the two year continuous group

,in mathematics., N

A number of conclu&ion's come' from a review of the results.

1. Of the li7 pupils who tested out at different test-

ing points, a total of 87.2% (102 of 117) sustained
the effects of the STP program's impact:

20.5% foe at least one yeaz (21 of 102)
of79.5%'for at least two..yeats (81.of 102)

2. For the pupils who had to stay in. Saginales Chapter I
p"rogram for three years (54.2%:139 of 2562, their
tesE resAes evidenced percentage gains in excess Of
"normhl growth" over the.three year period (23.3% and
10.7% in reading and mathematics respectivaly).

1?
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3. SaginaWs Chapter 1 program shows larger gains for three
year continuous participation than for one or two year

continuous or two year interrupted participation.
a

4. SaginacPs compensatory education program evidenced:

The largest magnitude Of NCE total net gain in mathe
matics.

The greatest increase over and above "normal g'rowtb"

0 reading.
ft

4
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RECOMMENDATIONS.

Listed below are a series of recommendations based on the findings of,

this, study. These recommendations.are offered in an effort to improve the

4110g-term implementpLion and impact of the Chaputr I STP program.

f. Definite plans for'any future sustained effects study
should be outlined in advancJ to ensure that accurate
longitudinal records of Chapter I participants are avail-
able. ,Such records would yield more comprehensive account-
ing of all aspects of participation (past history of parti-
cipation, longitudinal test file linkage with unique
student numbers for'each student, determination of research/
evaluation questions of interest, necessary testing points
to.answer questions posed, etc..) aad_ultimatoly-pake
possiErj-getter understanding of the nature of any sustained
effects through better controls:

'Attention could l;e given to another set of grade levels
to see if the same trends also hold with other aged

partiCipants. The inclusion of. 0. grade cohort

in a three'year longitudinal stu eems to be a work-
able possibility because of adequa e testing points td

t make comparisons between panticipants and non-partici-

* pants.

3. Special study oE higher scoring STP participants who .
test-out but btill seem .in need of compensatory educa-
tion services'in subsequent y.ears should be planned f6r

,and undertaken. Such a stu4 would focus on.the follow-
.

ing questions.

Are there higher.aaiever$ (relatively speaking)
'reall$.showidg high scores bdcause of a large error
component to their test scores due to soMe testing
related factor (e.g., guessing, improper test
administrationr etc.)?

Do these higher achieving students seem to possess
any readily obervable characteristics ehat set ,

them apart as a grou??

Do these students appear more frequently in certain
buildings rather than others?

19



How much and what type of additional help should this

group of p(gils be given (if thet9 can be identified)

to foster lasting achievement,E?

Can an.alternath cutoff criterion score be estab
lished to ensure fewer false positives?

4.

2 0

Or'
e)
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